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Theology, is an exciting contribution to the
discipline of biblical theology that encourages
readers to consider biblical books that are often

neglected in vvorks of biblical theology, particu-
larly Ezra and Nehemiah. McEntire observes
that "Old Testament theology has paid far less
attention to the parts of the Old Testament
where God recedes into the background" (p. 2).
According to McEntire, the purpose of biblical
theology is "to describe the character called God
in the Hebrew Scriptures and to observe how
that character relates to the other characters"

(p. I). Historically, methods of understandirig
God's character have re}ied on examining the
"mighty" actions of God. Thus, biblical theo-
logians have focused their attention on how
God is described at the beginning of the canon,
where God's character is playful, impetuous,
and "easily more interesting" (p. 14). McEntire
argues that biblical theology must examine the
development of the divine character tbroughout
the biblical canon, with an emphasis on the end
of the developmentaJ process.

Since the authors of books that form the nar-

rative end of the Bible (i.e., Ezra-Nehemiah)
and the fina? shapers of the canon lived during
the Persian period, McEntire contends that the
divine behavior described in the later books

?reflects their own religious experience, and
that the divine behavior in the earlier parts of
the story reflects the way they thought about the
religious experience of their ancestors" (p. 20).
With this conviction, McEntire claims that the
portrayal of God's character matures over time
as a "product of a long tradition of theological
reflection" (p.20). McEntire moves kough
the biblical narrative in a loosely canonical
order, examining God's character as "creative
and energetic," "commanding and delivering,"
?nation-building," "punishing and destroying,"
and finally, as "restoring." Paying close atten-
tion to the texts, McEntire argues that earlier
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elements of the story were often recollected in
later texts, thereby validating his thesis that the
divine character described in the later biblical

books represents a maturing of the character of

the Deiq. This postexilic, "mature" God offers

a different kind of presence, "not characterized

by actions" (p. 206).

McEntire's thought-provoking monograph
makes a significant contribution to the enter-

prise of biblical theology. By calling attention

to oft-neglected biblical books, McEntire gives

voice to the "God at the end of the story" (p. 21 ).
The portrait of God he offers will resonate with

many living in the world today.
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